Putting Terror in its Place – Online Appendix:
Figure A1: Sample Treatment Vignette
(Initial reinforcement article)
New Poll Finds Rising Fears of Terrorism Nationwide
The number of people who say that acts of terrorism against Americans are imminent is up 3% from last year,
according to a new poll released this week. In the wake of recent events in San Bernardino, Orlando, Paris, and
London, the Pew Research Center found that 63% of Americans think major terrorist attacks are likely to occur soon
on American soil.
Government officials have echoed these concerns. “We are issuing a new advisory that the terror threat is now elevated
across the country,” said Undersecretary for Homeland Security Stephen Krause. “We have to remain vigilant and we
have to stay alert. Terrorists can strike anytime, anywhere.”
(Belief correction article)
Taking a Closer Look at the Terror Threat
Does terrorism really pose a critical threat to us? Below is a figure showing the average American’s risk of death from
different sources. Please take a minute to study it closely.
Table: Annual Fatality Risks from Different Threats Facing Americans
Threat
Country
Cancers
U.S.
Traffic accidents
U.S.
Homicide
U.S.
Natural disasters
U.S.
Home appliances
U.S.
Commercial aviation
U.S.
Terrorism
U.S.
Lightning
U.S.
Source: Mueller and Stewart 2015

Period
2009
2008
2006
1999-2008
Yearly average
1989-2007
1970-2007
1999-2008

Annual Deaths
560,000
34,017
14,180
629
200
103
87
42

Annual Risk
1 in 540
1 in 8,000
1 in 22,000
1 in 480,000
1 in 1,500,000
1 in 2,900,000
1 in 3,500,000
1 in 7,000,000

As can be seen, around 90 Americans are killed each year by terrorism on U.S. soil. This means the risk of being a
victim of terrorism in a given year is about 1 in 3.5 million. In comparison, the risk of being killed by cancer is 1 in
540, the risk of being killed in a car accident is 1 in 8,000, and the chance of being killed by your own home appliances
is 1 in 1.5 million. These numbers provide some essential context when thinking about the different threats to our
public safety.
Indeed, these facts have been noted by officials. For example, [Republican Congressman/Democratic
Congressman/four star Army General] John Baker stated recently: “The truth is that you are far more likely to be
killed by routine, mundane dangers than you are by a terrorist attack. We as Americans need to take a closer look at
the risks and choices we face.”

Figure A2: Distribution of demographics across control and treatment groups, nationally representative sample. For
the top four plots, treatment conditions 0-4 represent the conditions labeled in the bottom two plots. Across
demographic groups random assignment of treatment and control is effective, as the median value is statistically
indistinguishable. Moreover, the sample is considerably diverse, credibly representing the entire country.

Figure A3: Effects of treatments on other key threats facing Americans. Each model compares participants who
received one of the four treatment conditions to the control group in terms of their perceptions of other potential threats
aside from terrorism. Indeed, participants were asked about their perception of the importance of cancer, climate
change, North Korea, or China as threats to either individual safety (cancer) or to national security (the other three).
The treatments substantially boosted perceptions of the personal threat posed by cancer, which serves as a nice
manipulation check since it was the top source of deaths shown in the risk table. Meanwhile, perceptions of the threat
posed by North Korea were also significantly reduced. While no information was given about North Korea, this may
suggest that it is seen as more akin to terrorism than other challenges like China or climate change – an intriguing
question for future research.

Figure A4: Robustness checks for models of national security threat. The model with ordinary least squares and no
controls is the main model reported in the manuscript (Figure 1). The following models are also estimated: OLS with
demographic controls, ordered probit with no controls, and ordered probit with demographic controls. Although effect
magnitude displays some variance, the direction and significance of each treatment condition remain constant across
model specifications.

Figure A5: Robustness checks for models of foreign policy priority. The model with ordinary least squares and no
controls is the main model reported in the manuscript (Figure 1). The following models are also estimated: OLS with
demographic controls, ordered probit with no controls, and ordered probit with demographic controls. Although effect
magnitude displays some variance, the direction and significance of each treatment condition remain constant across
model specifications.

Figure A6: Difference-in-differences test of whether effects decreased significantly from Wave 1 to Wave 2 in the
MTurk survey. Estimates of the magnitude and significance of the difference are captured in the interaction terms.
The models are estimated for both terrorism as a foreign policy priority and as a national security threat, and use OLS
and 95% confidence intervals. Of the eight interactions, only one – terrorism as a national security threat with a
Republican endorsement – shows a significant decrease in treatment effectiveness. Otherwise, while interaction terms
all point in the direction of some effect attenuation, no other conditions meet standards for statistical significance.

Figure A7: Comparison of the treatment effects to coefficient from a model that only includes a dummy variable for
Republican participants, in the NORC sample. The dependent variable across both models is a participant’s perception
of terrorism as a national security threat. Models are estimated using OLS with 95% confidence intervals. While in
opposing directions, the difference in effect sizes between treatments and the dummy variable is sizeable. Treatment
effects are roughly twice the size of the dummy variable coefficient.

Figure A8: Comparison of the treatment effects to coefficient from a model that only includes a dummy variable for
Republican participants, in the MTurk sample. The dependent variable across both models is a participant’s perception
of terrorism as a national security threat. Models are estimated using OLS with 95% confidence intervals. While in
opposing directions, the difference in effect sizes between treatments and the dummy variable is sizeable. Treatment
effects are roughly twice the size of the dummy variable coefficient.

Treatment Effects with Information-Only Treatment as Control Group, NORC Sample

Figure A9: Partisan and military endorsements compared to the information-only treatment as a control group, NORC
sample. While partisan cues have a significantly larger effect on views of terrorism as a foreign policy priority than a
correction with no elite endorsement, the Republican and Democratic endorsements are statistically indistinguishable
from one another. Moreover, when asked about terrorism as a national security threat, none of the treatments show
any significantly differences from the facts-only correction.

Treatment Effects with Information-Only Treatment as Control Group, MTurk Sample

Figure A10: Partisan and military endorsements compared to information-only treatment as a control group, MTurk
sample. In both waves, and across both outcomes, none of the elite endorsements show any significant differences as
compared to the information-only corrective message.

